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Abstract. Epidemiological studies are associating elevated exposure to air pollution with increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease
and other neurodegenerative disorders. In effect, air pollution accelerates many aging conditions that promote cognitive
declines of aging. The underlying mechanisms and scale of effects remain largely unknown due to its chemical and physical
complexity. Moreover, individual responses to air pollution are shaped by an intricate interface of pollutant mixture with
the biological features of the exposed individual such as age, sex, genetic background, underlying diseases, and nutrition,
but also other environmental factors including exposure to cigarette smoke. Resolving this complex manifold requires more
detailed environmental and lifestyle data on diverse populations, and a systematic experimental approach. Our review aims to
summarize the modest existing literature on experimental studies on air pollution neurotoxicity for adult rodents and identify
key gaps and emerging challenges as we go forward. It is timely for experimental biologists to critically understand prior
findings and develop innovative approaches to this urgent global problem. We hope to increase recognition of the importance
of air pollution on brain aging by our colleagues in the neurosciences and in biomedical gerontology, and to support the
immediate translation of the findings into public health guidelines for the regulation of remedial environmental factors that
accelerate aging processes.
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BACKGROUND22

Air pollution is considered among the lead-23

ing global risk factors of mortality and morbidity24

throughout the human lifespan [1, 2] (Table 1). Air25

pollution is a markedly variable mixture combin-26

ing gases (e.g., O3) and suspended particulate matter27

(PM). Even at a single location, the composition28

must vary with diurnal cycles of temperature and29

∗Correspondence to: Caleb E. Finch, Leonard Davis School
of Gerontology, USC, Los Angeles, CA, USA. E-mail:
cefinch@usc.edu.

ultraviolet, as well as from ingression of gases and 30

PM from other sources. Despite this intrinsic vari- 31

ability in composition, air pollution has proven to 32

be a neurotoxicant and teratogen in global popula- 33

tions. In many countries, air pollution is strongly 34

associated with increased risk of several neurodevel- 35

opmental and neurodegenerative diseases including 36

autism spectrum disorders [3, 4], accelerated cogni- 37

tive aging and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [5–7] and 38

Parkinson’s disease [5, 8]. Unfortunately, our lim- 39

ited understanding of air pollution neurotoxicity has 40

grossly underestimated the global burden of air pol- 41

lution on neurological disorders. For example, most 42
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Table 1
Mortality and morbidity of airborne toxicants

Annual excess Life expectancy Disability-adjusted
mortality (millions) loss (years) life-years (millions)

Air pollution 6.5 [1]–9 [111] 1.8 [112] 103.1 [113]
PM2.5 3–4.2 [113, 114]
O3 0.5 [114]
Household 1.6 [114]–3.8 [115]

Cigarette smoke 8 [116] 148.6 [117]
Secondhand 0.65 [117]

Influenza associated respiratory death 0.2–0.52 [118]

Fig. 1. Air pollution increase the risk of dementia and accelerate cognitive aging particularly in APOE4 carriers. A) Hazard ratio of air
pollution for dementia in Women Health Initiative Study [31]. B) Air pollution mediated cognitive decline in The Washington Heights
Inwood Community Aging Project [6]. Figures adapted from [31] and [6].

studies rely on incomplete air pollution data with43

limited longitudinal observations. However, air pol-44

lution exposure starts in our grandmother’s uterus,45

where oocytes form in our maternal ovaries before her46

birth [9]. Thus, the full life history of environmental47

neurotoxicity must consider at least two generations48

before birth and continue until the last day of the lifes-49

pan. This gap of understanding may be approached50

by a multidisciplinary approach to the life history51

of exposures, combining experimental biology with52

follow-up validation in human population data. Grad-53

ually, the findings should be translated into specific54

regulations to control air pollution hazards in future55

generations.56

The first step in designing the experiments is to57

properly define the air pollution environment and58

interacting variables. Air pollution toxicity is shaped59

by an interface of the chemical composition of air pol-60

lution mixture with biological features of the exposed61

individuals. The chemical and physical characteris-62

tics of air pollution components are highly dependent63

on the source, location, humidity, and weather. In64

addition to this complex composition, air pollution 65

effects could have individual variations dependent 66

on sex, age, genetic structure, and even interactions 67

with other environmental factors such as nutrition and 68

cigarette smoke (Fig. 1). Thus, these complex rela- 69

tionships should be studied in a series of systemic 70

experiments. 71

Current estimates of air pollution toxicity are 72

based on individual components such as PM or O3, 73

with little consideration of potential interactions. 74

Even in PM toxicity, the causative toxicants are still 75

obscure. PM has a wide range of size distribution and 76

carries numerous toxic chemicals including transi- 77

tion metals, organic compounds, polycyclic aromatic 78

hydrocarbons, and microbial endotoxins. It is still 79

unclear which of these components contributes to 80

neurotoxicity and how combining these components 81

alters the toxic effects. Air pollution and cigarette 82

smoke interact synergistically approaching 2-fold for 83

cognitive decline (Table 2). 84

The current body of literature suggests O3 and 85

PM, separately or together, can cause oxidative 86
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Table 2
Air pollution and cigarette smoke interacts in their toxicity

Interaction of air Study Synergy
pollution and (fold-excess
cigarette smoke above additivity)

Neurodegeneration
cognitive decline

Meta-analysis of 12 studies (109,838 mother-child pairs)
[119]

1.6

Health and Retirement Survey, 2004 : 18575,>50 y [120] 1.9
Cardiovascular
mortality

ACS Prevention Study II: 429406 adults [121] 1.1

Lung cancer ACS Prevention Study II: 1.2 million adults [92] 2.2
Body mass index Southern California Children’s Health Study: 3318

children, 10–18 y [122]
1.3

Note: Table adapted from [123].

damage, neuroinflammation, neuropathology, and87

affect cognition and behavior (Table 3). However,88

the underlying mechanisms are still obscure, which89

frustrates identification of specific targets for inter-90

vention. The known targets include NF-κB activation91

[10, 11], but we do not know the details of how they92

are activated in the brain. Moreover, the interaction of93

air pollution with other risk factors of neurodegener-94

ative diseases such as sex, genetic variations, and age95

is still obscure. This review aims to summarize the96

current experimental findings of air pollution neuro-97

toxicity in the adult brain and identify critical gaps98

of knowledge that require urgent attention in future99

studies.100

DIVERSE EXPERIMENTAL MODELS FOR101

AIR POLLUTION EXPOSURE102

Before summarizing the findings on air pollu-103

tion neurotoxicity in adult brains, we describe the104

experimental limitations that could confound the con-105

clusions. Studying air pollution neurotoxicity in adult106

rodents began only two decades ago, yielding about107

50 publications to which we and our collaborators108

have contributed about one-third. In contrast, the epi-109

demiology literature includes 140 PubMed entries.110

Notably, few experimentalists have focused on this111

aspect of environmental neurotoxicity. These rela-112

tively few studies indicate the early stage of air113

pollution neurotoxicity and the urgent need to expand114

research on this global dilemma. We need to find115

greater consensus in experimental exposure models116

and methods. The variety of air pollution exposures117

(ambient traffic air to diesel exhaust particles to pure118

ozone) frustrates comparisons of findings in the cur-119

rent body of literature. Tobacco toxicity research in120

contrast was greatly facilitated in 1969 by adoption121

of a standard cigarette [12]. We briefly summarize the122

common experimental methods and limitations that 123

require urgent attention. 124

Air pollution delivery to rodent models is done 125

by different methods such as inhalation, intranasal 126

instillation, intra-tracheal instillation, oropharyngeal, 127

or intraperitoneal (IP) injection. Since there are 128

few direct comparisons of these methods, it is still 129

unclear how air pollution inhalation toxicity differs 130

from other delivery methods. One study compared 131

the brain accumulation of uranium oxide particles 132

(<2.5 �m dia., P2.5) after inhalation exposure or 133

IP injection [13], which increased uranium oxide 134

accumulation in the olfactory bulb, tubercles, frontal 135

cortex, and hypothalamus but not in other brain 136

regions. Thus, inhalation exposure may aggravate 137

PM neurotoxicity compared to other delivery meth- 138

ods. However, it is problematic to deliver similar 139

particle concentration by these different methods. 140

Due to these challenges, most studies used inhala- 141

tion delivery of air pollution to have comparability 142

with real-life conditions. 143

Only a few ambient components have been tested 144

in adult rodent models (Table 3). These components 145

included both gas phase (e.g., O3, NO2, SO2, com- 146

bustion smoke, and toluene) and solid phase (e.g., 147

ambient PM, diesel exhaust particles (DEP), dust, 148

ammonium sulfate, iron soot, MnO2, Ni, and ura- 149

nium oxide particles). For particles, the used size 150

range varied from diameters less than 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 151

1, 2.5, or 10 �m. Nano-sized PM (nPM, filtered- 152

eluted urban PM0.2) with 13 published papers is 153

the most studied air pollution component. The next 154

ranks are comprised of urban PM2.5 (12 studies), O3 155

(3), and DEP0.2 (4). At present, the neurotoxicity 156

of air pollution components is understudied, and the 157

causative effects of several components of air pollu- 158

tion are either unknown or only studied once in the 159

rodent models. Thus, the interaction of these com- 160

ponents during air pollution neurotoxicity presents 161
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Table 3
Summary of experimental studies on air pollution toxicity in adult rodent brain

Air pollution Size class Classification based N Range of conc. Exposure paradigms, hour Animal models Age Sex Studied effects
component (diameter on collection [Refs] studies (h), day (d), week (w), (m) Male (M),

�m) month (m) Female (F)

Total air
pollution

[33] 1 PM2.5∼50 �g/m3 7 m continuous Mouse: C57BL/6J 2 m F Alz

Ambient
particulate
matter

PM0.2 nPM (filtered-collected)
[10, 11, 15, 21, 22,
24–27, 31, 41, 69, 124]

13 100–350 �g/m3 5 h/d, 3 d/w, 3–15 w Mouse: C57BL/6J,
LDLR–/–, E3FAD,
E4FAD, J20

3, or 18 M, or F NI, NV, NT, NP,
M, B, Alz, Ox,
NG, S, T

sPM (aerosol to liquid)
[15]

1 100–350 �g/m3 5 h/d, 3 d/w, 3 w C57BL/6J 3 M NI

concentrated aerosol
[125]

1 65 �g/m3 5 h/d, 4 d/w, 0.5, 1, 3,
10 m

Rat: Fischer 1–2 M T

PM0.5 filter-collected [126] 2 5, 50 mg/m3 4 h Rat: Fischer unknown M NI, NT
PM1 real-time [61] 1 16.3 �g/m3 3–6 m continuous Rat: Sprague-Dawley 6 M NI, M, Ox, S
PM2.5 concentrated aerosol

[46, 47, 56, 58, 70, 76,
125]

7 27–500 �g/m3 8 h–12 w continuous Rat: Brown Norway,
Fischer, JCR/LA,
Sprague-Dawley; Mouse:
Kkay

1–8 M NI, NV, NT, Ox, S

1–2 M
filter-collected [55, 57,
71]

4 0.193–3 mg/kg,
90–115 �g/m3

constant: 3–12 w,
intermittent: 4–24 w

Mouse: C57BL/6J 1,2,4,10 M, or F NI, NV, B, Ox, S,
BA

PM10 filter-collected [127] 1 100 �g once, intra-tracheal Mouse: BALB/C 2 M Ox, S
Diesel
particulate
matter

DEP0.2 [18, 36, 43, 63, 77] 4 100–950 �g/m3 only 6 h, intermittent for
3 m (5 h/d, 5 d/w)

Mouse: C57BL/6J,
NMRI, 5xFAD

1–2 M, or F NI, NP, NT, M, B,
Ox, NG, Alz

DEP0.2 filter-collected [128] 1 4 mg/kg Once Mouse: ICR 1–2 M S
DEP2.5 [19] 1 250–300 �g/m3 6 h Mouse: C57BL/6J,

GCLM+/–, GCLM–/–
3 M and F NI, Ox

Dust unknown [60, 65] 2 150–8000 �g/m3 30–60 min/d, 2 d, for 4 w
(intermittent)

Rat: Wistar unknown M NI, M, B
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O3 [29, 30, 37, 44, 49, 126,
129, 130]

7 0.12–2 ppm 4 h–90 d (4 h/d) Rat: Wistar, Fischer; 1–2 M, or F NI, NV, NT, M, B,
Ox, NG, S, Alz

Mouse: C57BL/6, E3TR,
E4TR, APP/PS1

2–3, 17 M and F

Combustion
smoke

[66] 1 CO: 2200–2500,
O2 > 19%

0.5, 3, 24, 72 h, 7 d, 14 d Rat: Sprague-Dawley unknown M NI

Ammonium
sulfate

P2.5 [45] 1 500 �g/m3 2 h/d, for 28 d Rat: Sprague-Dawley 10 M NG

Iron-soot P0.1 [82] 1 40, 200 �g/m3 6 h/d, 5 d/w, for 5 w Mouse: C57BL/6 2 F NI, BA
MnO2 P0.1 [59] 1 2.63, 5.26 mg/kg 5 d/w, for 3, 6, 9 w Rat: Wistar 2 M B, BA, S
Ni P0.05 [38] 1 1 mg/m3 3 h Mouse: FVBN 2 M and F Alz
NO2 [32] 1 2.5, 5 mg/m3 5 h/d, for 4 w Mouse: C57BL/6 2 unknown NI, NP, NT, Alz, S
SO2 [131] 1 7, 14, 28 mg/m3 6 h/d, for 7 days Rat: Wistar unknown M NI
Toluen [14] 1 90 ppm 30 min/d, 6 d/1 m Mouse: C3H unknown M S
Uranium oxide P1–2.5 [13, 62, 80, 81] 4 190–545 mg/m3 30 min – 3 w (30 min/d,

4 d/w)
Rat: Sprague-Dawley 3–4 M M, B, BA

Summary of studied targets: neuroinflammation (NI), neurovascular (NV), neurotransmitters (NT), neuropathology (NP), memory (M), behavior (B), Alzheimer’s processes (Alz), oxidative stress
response (Ox), neurogenesis (NG), systemic or metabolic effects (S), brain accumulation (BA), transcriptome (T).
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a complex puzzle. In one study, exposure to DEP162

(<0.2 �m diameter, DEP0.2) with O3 pretreatment163

(DEP with secondary organic aerosols, DEP-SOA)164

aggravated the air pollution effects and caused mem-165

ory decline and hippocampal glutamatergic changes166

in mouse [14]. Thus, although studying the individ-167

ual components provides mechanistic insight, it does168

not adequately model the effects of the mixtures in169

real-life air pollution.170

Another challenge for experimental modeling of171

air pollution neurotoxicity is the exposure paradigms172

and selection of a realistic dosage. Even after two173

decades, there is still no standard exposure paradigm174

or concentration range. A major challenge for exper-175

imental studies is that the real-life air pollution176

concentration and composition is highly dynamic and177

variable, which cannot be easily modeled for repli-178

cable experiments. Our lab exposures have used a179

range off re-aerosolized PM 100, 200, or 300 �g/m3
180

concentration for 5 h/day, 3 days/week, for 3–15181

weeks depending on the research question [15]. At182

15 h per week, the total PM inhaled at these levels183

approximates the range experienced in many cities184

9–27 �g/m3 PM. For laboratory mice, exposure for185

10 weeks approximates 10% of typical lifespan of 2.5186

years, which is equivalent to 10 years of the human187

lifespan. Other research groups used a wide range188

of particle concentration (e.g., 27 �g/m3 up to the189

extreme dosage of 545 mg/m3 uranium oxide PM)190

and widely varying exposure durations (e.g., 30 min,191

5 h exposures triweekly, or constant for 12 weeks).192

For O3, exposures ranged from acute 1 ppm (4 h) to193

chronic 0.25 ppm (4 h/day for 3 months) in rats. This194

give equivalent exposure to 1 ppm O3 for 6 days, to195

0.12 ppm O3 for 8 h per day for 10 years relative to196

a realistic exposure in human. The current EPA stan-197

dard level for O3 is 0.07 ppm for 8 h per day (based198

on an average of 3 years) [16].199

The calculations for PM or O3 are based on total200

delivery as a constant during the whole experiment,201

thus, it does not reflect the intermittent delivery in the202

experimental model. As mentioned before, humans203

also experience a dynamic air pollution surges depen-204

dent on the transportation, home or work address,205

occupation, distance to highway, and many other fac-206

tors. A realistic comparison of human and mouse207

particle deposition is not trivial and requires con-208

sideration of anatomical differences between species209

because rodents are obligate nose breathers. For210

example, the tracheobronchial structure of humans is211

dichotomous, while mice have a monopodial struc-212

ture. Other factors include airway geometry, alveolar213

size, tidal volume, and mode of aerosol delivery [17]. 214

Thus, a direct comparison of rodent and human stud- 215

ies is confounded by particle deposition differences. 216

Moreover, it remains unresolved if the divergences 217

between labs for rodent studies are due to the expo- 218

sure schedules; modes of administration (inhalation 219

vs oro-pharyngeal intubation); insufficient attention 220

to real-life exposure levels; or the sources and chem- 221

ical composition of the particulate and gas phase 222

factors. 223

The diversity of rodent models for air pollution 224

neurotoxicity is another general concern for compa- 225

rability of findings. The most widely used mouse 226

is the inbred C57BL/6J (‘B6’ mouse, 23 studies), 227

with minor use of BALB/c, C3H, ICR, KK-Ay, and 228

NMRI inbred strains. For rats, the most used is the 229

outbred Sprague-Dawley (9 studies), followed by 230

Brown Norway (inbred), Fischer (inbred), and Wistar 231

(outbred). Transgenic mice include human familial 232

Alzheimer’s disease (FAD) genes on B6 background 233

(J20, APP/Psen1), or together with human APOE 234

alleles (E3FAD, E4FAD on B6 backgrounds). A few 235

studies used obesity models (JCR/LA with Brown 236

Norway rat background), atherosclerosis models 237

(LDLR–/– mouse with C57BL/6J background), and 238

oxidative stress models (GCLM+/– and GCLM–/– on 239

B6 background). Most studies used males; only two 240

studies directly compared both sexes for air pollution 241

effects [18, 19]. 242

The effects of aging in exposures to air pollution 243

in rodent brains are also understudied and have not 244

included in vitro studies on aging cell models. There 245

is little consensus on choice of younger ages: some 246

studies used rodents as young as 1–2 months, which 247

is equivalent to childhood and adolescence in devel- 248

opmental stages. Others included up to 10 months, 249

which is middle age during reproductive decline [20]. 250

Several studies even did not report the age or used an 251

apparently random selection over a wide age range. 252

To address the age gap, we examined B6 mice of 253

later middle-age male and female (18–20 months) 254

[21, 22]. These initial studies of aging excluded later 255

ages approaching the 28–30-month lifespan when B6 256

mice have increasing prevalence of tumors and blood 257

dyscrasias [23]. Interactions of age-related pathol- 258

ogy with air pollution should be a major priority of 259

future epidemiological and experimental studies that 260

links between air pollution and neurodegenerative 261

diseases. 262

The next sections discuss details of neurotoxic 263

effects of air pollution in adult brains and identify 264

gaps that require immediate attention. We hope that 265
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summarizing the current experimental designs can266

guide the field to address gaps and encourage the267

adoption of standardized protocols for harmonization268

and comparability of the findings.269

EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS OF AIR270

POLLUTION NEUROTOXICITY IN271

ADULT BRAIN272

Oxidative damage273

About 20 studies suggested that particular air274

pollution components can induce oxidative stress275

responses in different brain regions. These compo-276

nents included nPM, PM1, PM2.5, PM10, DEP0.2,277

DEP2.5, and O3. Our laboratory exposure model uses278

a water eluted subfraction of PM0.2, designated as279

nPM (Table 3). Even 5 h exposure to 300 �g/m3 nPM280

sufficed to increase lipid peroxidation (4HNE) in281

the olfactory epithelium, but not in the brain [24].282

Increased lipid peroxidation (4HNE) and nitrosative283

stress (protein 3-nitrotyrosine) was observed in the284

olfactory bulb after three weeks (5 h/day, 3 day/week)285

exposure to similar concentration of nPM [24].286

Longer exposure to nPM (>8 weeks) could induce287

further cerebral cortex [25] and systemic oxidative288

damage, with increased paraoxonase activity, LDL289

oxidation, and free oxidized fatty acids [26]. Sub-290

cellular changes include increased 20S proteasome291

and mitochondrial Lon protease activity [27]. The J20292

Alzheimer mouse responded with increased 4-HNE293

in cerebral cortex lipid raft compartments, together294

with increased amyloid peptides A�42 and A�40,295

lipid raft A�PP expression, and fibrillary A� deposits296

[25].297

Nrf2 mediated oxidative stress responses were298

robust in cerebellum [21] as well as liver, lung, and299

heart of the nPM exposed animals [27]. Some of300

the Nrf2 associated genes that responded to nPM301

included GCLC, GCLM, HO1, NQO1, Bach1, and302

cMyc [21, 27]. Nrf2 oxidative stress response seems303

to partially determine the air pollution mediated dam-304

age. GCLM+/– and GCLM–/– mouse lines showed305

aggravated oxidative damage and neuroinflammatory306

responses to inhaled DEP2.5 [19]. We introduced the307

nematode Caenorhabditis elegans as a model for air308

pollution that allows rapid development of genetic309

models [28]. The C. elegans Nrf2 equivalent skn-1310

was not essential for surviving the oxidative damage311

of nPM; however, this adaptive response contributed312

to long term developmental changes after acute nPM313

exposure [28].314

Fig. 2. Aging interacts with air pollution mediated oxidative stress,
inflammation, and associated damage. Aging cause a ceiling effect
on responses to air pollution, but increases the damage.

Aging may fundamentally alter the systemic and 315

brain Nrf2 responses to air pollution (Fig. 2). Com- 316

pared to 3-month-old (young adult) male and female, 317

the 18-month-old (middle-aged) mice had a higher 318

baseline in the expression of Nrf2 associated genes; 319

their unexpected lack of responses to nPM in cerebel- 320

lum, liver, and lung [21, 27] suggests a ceiling effect 321

of aging responses to nPM (Fig. 3A). Another study 322

by the laboratory of Dr. Rui-Ming Liu exposed the 323

3- and 17-month-old APOE4-targeted replacement 324

(E4TR) male mice to ozone (O3 and reported similar 325

ceiling effects in thioredoxin 1 activity, glutaredoxin 326

1, astrogliosis, and microgliosis in the hippocampus 327

(Fig. 4B, C) [29]. As opposed to E4TR, the 17- 328

month-old E3TR was still responsive to nPM for the 329

mentioned outcomes, and was the only group to show 330

O3 induced memory decline in the water maze test 331

[29]. This study suggests that APOE genotype can 332

alter age-dependent oxidative stress responses to air 333

pollution components. It looks like APOE4 genotype 334

also cause a ceiling effect on air pollution responses 335

(Fig. 4A). Further studies are needed to evaluate the 336

generality of ceiling effects for other environmental 337

stressors. 338

Sex also influences oxidative responses against air 339

pollution. A direct comparison of male and female 340

APP/PSEN1 AD models revealed a higher female 341

baseline in glutathione, glutathione disulfide, and 342

ascorbate, and a lack of responsiveness to O3 than 343

males [30]. We further discuss the relationship of sex 344

and air pollution in a separate section. 345

Neuroinflammation 346

Neuroinflammation is another consistent response 347

between different air pollution components using a 348
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Fig. 3. nPM effects in young (3 months), and aged (18 months) B6 mice. A) Antioxidant responsive proteins (GCLC and GCLM) only
responded to nPM in cerebellum, lung, and liver of the young [21, 27]. B) nPM mediated neuroinflammation: Microglial activation and
increase of proinflammatory cytokines in young animals [22]. C) nPM cause decrease of hippocampal GluA1 receptor [22]. D) Decrease of
myelin base protein in the hippocampus of nPM exposed young mice [22]. E) nPM mainly caused memory decline in the old mice [22]. All
measured molecular and cellular responses showed an age ceiling effect on nPM responses. Figures adapted from [21, 22, 27].

diverse range of exposure paradigms. Neuroinflam-349

mation is commonly defined by microglial activation,350

astrogliosis, increased IL1, IL6, and TNF� (proin-351

flammatory cytokines), and activation of NF-κB and352

other innate immune pathways. Around 25 indepen-353

dent studies reported that inhalation or intranasal354

instillation of air pollution particles or gases can355

lead to neuroinflammation in different brain regions356

(Table 3). A direct comparison of these findings is not357

possible due to diversity in the exposure paradigms358

and lack of proper characterization of the used air359

pollution components.360

Using mixed-glial (astrocytes+microglia) culture,361

we showed that nPM induce damage associ-362

ated inflammation through the TLR4 pathway and363

increase NF-κB mediated production of proinflam-364

matory cytokines [11]. The knockdown of TLR4365

partially attenuated the increase of inflammatory 366

cytokines in vitro. However, we must consider the 367

caveat that in vitro cell models use direct exposure 368

to nPM at much higher concentrations than could 369

reach the brain by inhalation. Thus, in vitro responses 370

might be distinctly different from the brain, which 371

receives systemic influences, ‘lung to brain’ (see 372

below). Thus, we also examined these inflamma- 373

tory responses in vivo. In mice, a short term 3-week 374

exposure to 300 �g/m3 nPM, but not lower con- 375

centrations, sufficed to decrease TLR4 and MyD88 376

mRNA, induce NF-κB localization to the nucleus, 377

and increase proinflammatory cytokines IFN� and 378

IL1� in the cerebral cortex [15]. Another experi- 379

ment showed that initial responses to inhalation of 380

300 �g/m3 nPM begin as early as three weeks for 381

induction of TNF� protein in the olfactory bulb, cere- 382
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Fig. 4. APOE allele interacts with O3 and nPM mediated brain responses. A) Schematic summary of findings and gaps from the two mouse
studies on APOE-air pollution interactions [29, 31]. APOE4 mice show an apparent ceiling effect on responses to air pollution. B) Effects
of O3 exposure on total GSH, GSH peroxidase activity, and 4-HNE protein adducts in the hippocampus of young and old APOE3 or 4-TR
mice [29]. C) O3 mediated astrogliosis and microgliosis of the hippocampus of young and old APOE3 or E4-TR mice [29]. D) O3 exposed
caused memory decline mainly in E3 old mice [29]. E) Inhalation exposure to nPM mainly increased amyloid plaques in E4FAD, but not
E3FAD mice [31]. F) Ceiling effect of APOE4 allele on nPM mediated decline in CA1 neurite density [31]. G) nPM mediated decrease of
hippocampal GluA1 in both E3- and E4FAD mice [31]. Figures were adapted from [29, 31].
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bral cortex, and cerebellum of young male mice [24].383

The earliest cell responses in this experiment was an384

increase in microglial number in the nasal epithelium385

turbinate after 5 h exposure to nPM [24]. A longer-386

term exposure in 3-month-old female mice (10 weeks387

exposure to nPM plus 4 weeks recovery) caused hip-388

pocampal responses of increased mRNA for TLR4389

and MyD88, but decreased NF-κB1 and TRAF6 [11].390

Notably, hippocampal microgliosis was limited to391

CA1 stratum oriens and dentate gyrus (DG) poly-392

morphic layer (Fig. 3B) [22]. These results indicate393

that innate immune responses to air pollution com-394

ponents are a dynamic process that depends on the395

exposure dosage and brain region. The vulnerability396

of hippocampal CA1 and DG to nPM might be a link397

between air pollution and risk of AD. CA1 region398

even more vulnerable than DG for nPM-mediated399

demyelination (Fig. 3D) and a decline in neurite den-400

sity [22].401

Air pollution and Alzheimer’s disease associated402

genes403

Only 9 studies have examined changes in known404

AD processes in FAD or wildtype mouse models405

for air pollution responses. In young adult J20 male406

mice, long-term exposure to 300 �g/m3 nPM for 10407

weeks caused increased levels of A�42 peptides and408

A� plaques in cerebral cortex [25]. Baseline A�PP409

expression was also increased in lipid raft compart-410

ments, in parallel with increased lipid peroxidation411

(Fig. 5A, B). Another study exposed young female412

E3FAD and E4FAD mice to 15 weeks of 300 �g/m3
413

nPM [31]. These mice carry five known familial AD414

mutations plus human APOE alleles with targeted415

replacement of the mouse APOE. Exposure to nPM416

caused a 50% increase in amyloid plaques only in417

the E4FAD mice but not E3FAD (Fig. 4E, 5C). As418

noted above, long-term O3 exposure mainly caused419

memory decline in old E3-TR animals but not E4-420

TR (Fig. 4D) [29]. Another study of O3 showed421

memory decline in males but not females in the422

APP/PSEN1 AD mouse model [30]. In both studies,423

O3 did not change A�42 levels of the cerebral cortex424

or hippocampus. However, a higher baseline of hip-425

pocampal A�42 peptide and A� load in females than426

male animals was noticeable. In another study of B6427

wildtype mice, at the high dose of NO2 (5 mg/m3,428

5 h/day for 4 weeks) p-tau increased in the cerebral429

cortex and hippocampus [32]. Exposure of female430

B6 mice to total ambient air pollution (Santiago,431

Chile;>50 �g/m3 PM2.5, 7 months) caused 2-fold432

increases of p-tau (AT8) and �-H2A.X (DNA dam- 433

age marker) in cerebral cortex [33]. Epidemiological 434

studies suggest a complex relationship between air 435

pollution, lifestyle, age, sex, APOE genotype, tauopa- 436

thy, amyloidogenesis, and the degree of damage that 437

can accelerate cognitive decline across pediatric and 438

adult urbanites [34, 35]. Resolving the mechanism of 439

these interactions requires a systematic experimental 440

approach in rodent models. 441

A key factor in the interpretation of air pollution 442

effects on amyloidogenesis is the duration of expo- 443

sure. For example, a lack of change in A� plaques 444

after O3 exposure in APP/PSEN1 mice can be due to 445

a ceiling effect of amyloid accumulation in the brain 446

[30]. A study of 5xFAD females compared the effects 447

of 3- and 13-week exposures to DEP0.2 [36]. Only 448

the 3-week exposure to DEP mediated an increase in 449

cerebral cortex A� plaque load and total brain A�42. 450

The 13-week DEP exposure increased baseline A� 451

load and weakened grip strength but did not affect 452

the memory. There was also indication of a ceiling 453

effect. 454

While these studies modeled longer-term expo- 455

sure, brain A� peptides are responsive within 24 h 456

to brief surges of air pollution. Amyloid homolog 457

genes are among the initial responses to nPM in our 458

C. elegans nematode air pollution model (Fig. 5E) 459

[28]. In old male B6 mice, short-term exposure to 460

1 ppm O3 for only 4 h increased A�42 in the cerebral 461

cortex, with blood-brain barrier disruption [37]. In 462

a model for industrial air pollution from nickel (Ni) 463

refining [38], FVBM mice were exposed for 3 h to Ni 464

nanoparticles (<0.05 �m dia., 1 mg/m3; within EPA 465

standards!), which increased A�40 and A�42 by 24 h 466

(Fig. 5D). While high levels of Ni levels are atypical 467

of most locations, a surge of downwind nickel from 468

a Canadian refinery was associated with increased 469

mortality in New York City [39]. These findings illus- 470

trate the potential hazards of short-term fluctuations 471

of trace air pollution components. Surges of PM2.5 472

are associated with increased stroke admissions to 473

Emergency Departments [40]. The pace of amyloido- 474

genesis response to other air pollution components 475

and lower concentrations remained for future stud- 476

ies. Tauopathic transgenic AD mice (e.g., PS19) also 477

merit study for air pollution factors. 478

Glutamatergic and other neuronal effects of air 479

pollution 480

Neurochemical specificity is indicated for glu- 481

tamatergic neurons, a major class of excitatory 482
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Fig. 5. Chronic and acute air pollution exposure induce amyloidogenesis responses. A) Schematic summary of the current results on nPM
effects on amyloidogenesis. B) Inhalation exposure to 300 �g/m3 nPM (3 h/d, 3 d/w, 10 weeks) in J20 mice increased lipid peroxidation,
lipid raft amyloidogenesis, and amyloid plaques load in the cerebral cortex [25]. C) nPM increased cerebral cortex amyloid plaques only
in E4FAD animals (300 �g/m3, 3 h/d, 3 d/w, 15 weeks) [31]. D) A 3 h exposure to 1 mg/m3 of nickel nanoparticles caused around a 2-fold
increase of brain A�40 and A�42 peptides in FVBM mice [38]. E) AD genes were among the acute responses to nPM in C. elegans: apl-1/APP
homolog, sel-12/Psen 1 homolog [28]. Figures adapted from [25, 28, 31, 38].
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transmission for inhalation exposure to nPM, NO2,483

and DEP0.2. Consistently, long-term nPM exposure484

(300 �g/m3/10 weeks) caused a decrease of hip-485

pocampal GluA1 protein in young male and female486

C57BL/6J, and of young female EFAD mice for both487

APOE3 and E4 alleles [22, 31, 41]. Short-term expo-488

sures to nPM (300 �g/m3, only 3 weeks), decreased489

GluA1 mRNA, but not protein in the cerebral cortex490

[15].491

Glutamatergic effects of nPM on the hippocam-492

pus were accompanied by a selective decrease of493

neurite density and myelin base protein in the hip-494

pocampal CA1 or DG (Fig. 3) [22, 31]. Recall495

from above that these hippocampal subregions were496

also vulnerable to nPM mediated microgliosis [22].497

The shared decreases of hippocampal GluA1, neu-498

rite density, and myelin basic protein also showed499

age-ceiling effect in 18-month-old female mice [22].500

These findings suggest that air pollution intensifies501

aging processes that accelerate the ‘normal’ baseline502

trajectory of cognitive aging. The individual compo-503

nents of baseline cognitive aging show linear trends504

after age 30 in humans for slower information pro-505

cessing and loss of synapses, increased levels of506

soluble and fibrillary amyloid, and increased astro-507

cyte volume and microglial activation [42]. We do508

not know how air pollution components interact with509

each of these changes and their multilevel crosstalk.510

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is represented by only511

one study. Exposure to NO2 at the high level of512

5 mg/m3, 5 h/day, for 4 weeks caused 25% decrease513

of GluA1, GluA2, GRIN2A, and GRIN2B proteins514

and of post-synaptic marker, PSD-95, in the cerebral515

cortex and hippocampus of B6 mice [32]. Exposure516

to 100 �g/m3m3 diesel exhaust particles (DEP-SOA)517

for 3 months caused increase of GRIN1, and a518

decrease of GRIN2A mRNA in the hippocampus of519

male B6 mice [43].520

Neurogenesis in the adult brain was also impacted521

in several studies. Long-term ozone exposure522

(4 h/day, 60 or 90 days/0.25 ppm O3) of male adult523

rats caused 30–80% decrease of newly formed cells in524

the dentate gyrus subventricular zone (doublecortin525

(DCX) positive cells) [44]. Shorter exposure to O3526

(15 days) had minimal effects on neurogenesis. In527

another study, exposure to ammonium sulfate parti-528

cles (PM2.5 �m dia.; 500 �g/m3; 28 days, 2 h/day)529

caused a decrease of DCX positive cells of the hip-530

pocampus but with no change in the number of new531

BrdU+ cells in 10-month-old male rats [45]. While532

DCX labels the neuronal precursor cells, BrdU+533

identifies recent DNA replication in all cell types.534

Air pollution effects on neurogenesis may differ by 535

the tested component, sex and genotype, and sex. 536

Rostral neurogenesis also merits study. A recent 537

short-term exposure of 6 h/250 �g/m3 DEP0.2 in 538

2-month-old mice showed male-specific reduction 539

of Ki67 + cells in the hippocampal subgranular and 540

subventricular zones [18]. The decrease of these 541

proliferative precursor cells was accompanied by 542

a male-specific reduction in newly developed neu- 543

rons (BrdU+/NeuN+) cells (Fig. 6A). In contrast, 544

BrdU+/NeuN+cells were depleted in the olfactory 545

bulb of both male and female mice. This study is 546

the first to show regional and sex difference in adult 547

neurogenesis. 548

Air pollution, acute stress response, and systemic 549

metabolic changes 550

Several studies showed that acute exposure to 551

air pollution can activate both sympathetic-adrenal- 552

medullary (SAM) and hypothalamus-pituitary- 553

adrenal (HPA) axis stress responses. Stress signals 554

received by the hypothalamus, which responds by 555

secretion of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), 556

that in turn releases adrenocorticotropic hormone 557

from the pituitary gland, and then to the adrenal 558

cortex for glucocorticoid secretion. Concurrently, the 559

hypothalamus and other brain regions may activate 560

both the sympathetic nervous system (through 561

secretion of epinephrine and norepinephrine from 562

the adrenal medulla and sympathetic nerves). Thus, 563

the neuroendocrine stress responses are an intricate 564

interplay of SAM (releasing of epinephrine and 565

norepinephrine) and HPA (glucocorticoids). Air 566

pollution exposure can induce both SAM and 567

HPA responses. Short-term exposure to PM2.5 568

(∼500 �g/m3 for 8 h or 1 day) induced a 3-fold 569

CRF increase in hypothalamus median eminence 570

(Fig. 6C), around 2-fold increased norepinephrine 571

and 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid in the paraven- 572

tricular nucleus, and also 2-fold increase of serum 573

corticosterone [46, 47]. Ozone exposure also induced 574

a transient increase of serum corticosterone in rats 575

[48, 49]. In contrast, serum epinephrine may remain 576

high during prolonged exposure to O3 [50]. 577

One study examined the effects of SAM and HPA 578

responses during acute O3 toxicity [51]. Inhibition 579

of SAM (by 7 days pretreatment with propranolol, 580

a non-selective � adrenergic receptor antagonist that 581

blocks epinephrine receptors, 10 mg/kg, i.p.) could 582

attenuate O3 mediated pulmonary vascular leakage 583

and lung inflammation. Inhibition of HPA (by 7 584
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Fig. 6. Air pollution effects on neurogenesis, systemic metabolism, and acute stress responses. A) A short-term inhalation exposure (6 h) to
300 �g/m3 DEP0.2 caused a male-specific decline in the number of proliferative precursor cells (Ki67+) and newly developed neurons in
the of the sub granular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus [18]. B) Inhalation exposure to 100 �g/m3 PM2.5 for 4 weeks (6 h/day, 5 days/week)
caused hyperglycemia and increased serum insulin (not shown) [56]. Intracerebroventricular injection of IMD-0354 (IKK2 inhibitor, an
anti-inflammatory drug) attenuated the systemic metabolic effects of PM2.5 [56]. FA-VEH, exposed to filtered air, injected with the vehicle;
FA-IMD, exposed to filtered air, injected with IMD-0354; PM-VEH, exposed to PM2.5, injected with the vehicle; PM-IMD, exposed to
PM2.5, injected with IMD-0354. C) Acute air pollution exposure activated hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal stress responses. Exposure to
PM2.5 causes a transient increase in corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) in median eminence [46] and serum corticosterone [47].
Figures adapted from [18, 46, 47, 56].

days pretreatment with mifepristone, a glucocorti-585

coid receptor antagonist, 30 mg/kg, s.c.) could also586

attenuate O3 mediated pulmonary vascular leakage,587

but with no effect on inflammation [51]. The increase588

of corticosterone may mediate some initial responses589

to air pollution in different organs. Corticosterone590

administration caused similar gene expression pat-591

terns in the lung, heart, liver, and spleen, but not592

kidney of rats briefly exposed to O3 (0.8 ppm, 4 h)593

[48]. Inhibition of O3 mediated corticosterone by594

metyrapone increased the inflammatory responses in595

plasma and lung. The potential effects of prolonged596

activation of SAM or HPA by air pollution in the risk597

of chronic diseases is still unresolved. Patients with598

type 2 diabetes, cognitive disorders, AD, and depres-599

sion often have higher level of serum corticosterone600

levels [52, 53]. In AD, simultaneous high level of601

cerebrospinal fluid cortisol and A�42, but not cortisol602

level alone, was associated with a clinical transition603

from a normal state to mild cognitive impairment or 604

dementia [54]. The relationship of air pollution neu- 605

rotoxicity and these systemic stress responses merit 606

further attention. 607

Systemic metabolic responses to air pollution may 608

be linked to hypothalamic inflammatory responses. 609

The tested components include inhalation exposure to 610

O3 [50], NO2 [32], nPM [22, 26], and PM2.5 [55–58], 611

and intra-tracheal instillation of MnO2 PM0.1 [59]. 612

In general, exposure to these components for more 613

than 4 weeks (except for O3) impaired the nor- 614

mal weight gain of young rats, with corresponding 615

deficits of liver weight; however, the lung weight 616

was larger, consistent with inflammatory responses. 617

Systemic changes included glucose intolerance with 618

elevated serum insulin, and lower plasma HDL and 619

elevated total cholesterol and LDL; these dyslipi- 620

demias and glucose dysregulation are risk factors for 621

ischemic disease in humans. For nPM, the weight 622
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loss was more prominent in 18-month-old animals623

[22]. For O3, glucose tolerance was impaired by acute624

exposure (O3 0.25–1 ppm, 6 h/day, for 1–2 d), but,625

surprisingly, was not altered by a 10-fold longer expo-626

sure (0.25–1 ppm, 6 h/day, 2 days/week, 13 weeks)627

[50]. The acute response also caused a transient628

increase of serum corticosterone [48, 49], indicat-629

ing HPA activation of stress responses. One study630

examined if brain inflammatory responses to air pol-631

lution could contribute to systemic metabolic changes632

[56]. Intracerebroventricular injection of IMD-354,633

an anti-inflammatory drug (IKK2 inhibitor) had634

peripheral metabolic impact, with attenuation of the635

PM2.5 mediated glucose intolerance and fat gain636

in the exposed animals. Further studies should val-637

idate these findings and resolve the association of638

systemic metabolic changes, and stress responses639

with other effects of air pollution in the adult640

brain.641

Air pollution effects on cognitive and behavior642

Memory deficits were shown in eight independent643

studies of chronic inhalation exposure to different644

air pollution components. The components included645

DEP0.2-SOA [43], dust [60], nPM [22], PM1 [61],646

O3 [29, 44], and uranium oxide PM2.5 [62]; memory647

was assessed by the novel object recognition [22, 43],648

Morris water maze [29, 60], passive avoidance [44],649

and Y-maze tests [62]. Air pollution mediated mem-650

ory decline in young adults was only observed in male651

rat models [43, 44, 60–62]: dust (500–2000 �g/m3,652

1 h/day, 4 days/week, 4 week) [60], O3 (0.041 ppm,653

4 h/day, 90 days) [44], PM1 (16.3 �g/m3, daily for 3654

months) [61], and uranium oxide P2.5 (190 mg/m3,655

30 in/day, 4 days/week for 3 weeks) [62]. In con-656

trast, memory declined only in the older age mice in657

responses to nPM (Fig. 3E) [22] or O3 (Fig. 4D) [29]658

by 3- and 17–18-month-old mice. O3 also showed659

differential effects on memory between sexes. In660

APP/PSEN1 mice, only males showed O3 mediated661

memory decline [30].662

The human APOE4 allele also enhances cogni-663

tive vulnerability to air pollution (Fig. 1), which664

we hypothesize is due to the greater induction of665

A� amyloid in APOE4 carriers. As mentioned, nPM666

cause an increase in amyloid plaque formation mainly667

in E4FAD mice [31]. However, in APOE-TR mice668

without FAD transgenes, only the old male E3TR669

mice showed O3 mediated cognitive decline (Fig. 4D)670

[29]. APOE interaction with sex and amyloids for air671

pollution vulnerability remained to be tested in future 672

experiments. 673

Anxiety and depressive behaviors were increased 674

in rodent exposure to air pollution in several stud- 675

ies. Chronic inhalation exposure to DEP0.2 [63], 676

PM2.5 [64], dust [65], MnO2 PM0.1 [59], and ura- 677

nium oxide PM2.5 [62] increased immobility time 678

and anxiety-like behaviors in the open field test. 679

Other studies showed an increased depressive behav- 680

iors from PM2.5 [64] and DEP0.2 [63], measured 681

by tail suspension and forced swim tests, respec- 682

tively. Locomotor coordination deficits were shown 683

by multiple-beam walking tests after inhalation expo- 684

sure to combustion smoke (in male adult rats during 685

the first 24 h of recovery) [66]. The brain circuits and 686

mechanisms are amenable to optogenetics and other 687

current technologies. 688

Air pollution interacts with cerebral ischemia, 689

high fat diet, and other environmental factors 690

The cerebrovascular system is vulnerable to air 691

pollution toxicity. In general, elevated air pollu- 692

tion levels is associated with increased hypertension, 693

cardiovascular events, and cardiovascular mortality 694

[67]. As noted above, short-term surges in differ- 695

ent air pollution components are associated with 696

increased hospital admission for ischemic stroke on 697

the same day [68]. However, the mechanisms that 698

connect air pollution and ischemic strokes are still 699

unresolved. In a mouse model of cerebral ischemia, 700

simultaneous cerebral artery occlusion and inhala- 701

tion exposure to 300 �g/m3 nPM for the short 702

period of 3 weeks (5 h/day, 3 days/week) caused 703

synergetic (2-fold increase) in cerebral infarct vol- 704

ume and 2-fold increase of inflammatory proteins 705

(C5, C5a, Gp91phox) than ischemic mice exposed 706

with filtered air [69]. High fat diets also increased 707

sensitivity to PM2.5 induced arterial pathology, 708

shown for aortic lesions [26], and for cerebrovas- 709

cular oxidative damage and middle cerebral artery 710

thickness [70]. In the blood-brain barrier, leakage 711

was increased by simultaneous intranasal instilla- 712

tion of PM2.5 and formaldehyde for 7 days, together 713

with memory impairments, neuroinflammation, and 714

oxidative damage [71]. These findings extend the 715

domain of air pollution associated carotid thickening 716

observed in longitudinal studies of several popula- 717

tions. There may be cerebrovascular contributions to 718

the cognitive declines associated with air pollution 719

(Fig.1). 720
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Intervention studies against air pollution toxic721

effects722

Interventions for air pollution are indicated by723

early studies. Children living in the highly polluted724

Mexico City had high blood leptin and endotheline-725

1, with vitamin D deficiency [72]. It is still unclear if726

vitamin B supplements in these children can attenu-727

ate air pollution toxicity. In a crossover trial, vitamin728

B supplements attenuated PM2.5 mediated mito-729

chondrial DNA depletion in blood and also DNA730

methylation changes in genes related to mitochon-731

drial oxidative energy metabolism [73].732

In experimental models, omega 3 fatty acid733

diet supplement (O3FA) partially attenuated PM2.5-734

induced middle cerebral artery thickening, systemic735

inflammation, and microvascular (not studied for736

specific regions) oxidative damage [58, 70, 74]. In737

another study, apolipoprotein A-I mimic peptide (D-738

4F) attenuated nPM mediated atherosclerosis legions739

and systemic oxidative damage [26]. We recently740

showed that a gamma-secretase modulator prevented741

nPM-induced microglial hyperactivity and increased742

A�40 and A�42 increase in the cerebral cortex [75].743

Anti-inflammatory agents are also neuroprotec-744

tive. In two studies, intracerebroventricular injection745

of IMD-0354 (an IKK2 inhibitor) attenuated746

the PM2.5 mediated systemic inflammation [76],747

microglial activation [76], and glucose intoler-748

ance [56, 76]. Pioglitazone (agonist of peroxisome749

proliferator-activated receptor-gamma (PPAR-�) and750

used for treatment of type 2 diabetes, was broadly751

neuroprotective for DEP0.2. Four days pretreat-752

ment with pioglitazone via oral gavage (12.5 mg/kg)753

completely blocked DEP0.2-induced microglial acti-754

vation, oxidative stress (levels of malondialdehyde755

as a marker of lipid peroxidation), neuroinflamma-756

tion (e.g., TNF� mRNA) in cerebral cortex, and757

restored adult neurogenesis in the hippocampus [18].758

Aminoguanidine (iNOS inhibitor) attenuated deficits759

in locomotor coordination (beam walk test) from760

inhalation of the combustion smoke [66].761

The biome is a new factor in systemic under-762

standing of air pollution. Probiotic supplements763

(Lactobacillus or VSL#3) were protective against764

colonic injury and inflammation from DEP0.2 inges-765

tion [77]. These early findings give a rationale for766

examining potential benefits of probiotics for neuro-767

toxic effects of air pollution.768

Future studies should also differentiate between769

intervention effects on the brain and other systemic770

organs such as lung, liver, and heart. Such studies771

can inform us about the relationship of air pollu- 772

tion toxicity between the brain and other organs. 773

Air pollution neurotoxicology field is at the stage 774

that can systematize the potential intervention targets 775

and the study designs to increase the comparability 776

of the findings. Moreover, air pollution toxicity can 777

interact with the effects of several commonly used 778

drugs such as immunosuppressants, antioxidants, 779

neurotransmitters, steroid hormones, metabolic hor- 780

mones, and other medications for cholesterol, and 781

cardiovascular diseases. Thus, several drugs such as 782

antioxidant reagents (e.g., Nrf2 agonists) remained to 783

be tested against or for potential interaction with air 784

pollution toxicity. 785

Sex differences in air pollution effects 786

Despite the major sex differences in lifespan 787

and the risk of AD in humans, few experimental 788

studies have directly compared male and female 789

responses to air pollution. Three studies indicate 790

greater male vulnerability in different aspects of air 791

pollution neurotoxicity [18, 19, 30]. In response to 792

DEP, only males showed neurogenesis decline in the 793

subgranular and subventricular zone, with greater 794

inflammatory responses [18, 19]. In APP/PSEN1 795

mice, O3 exposure mainly affected males for memory 796

decline, increased lipid peroxidation in the cerebral 797

cortex, antioxidant responses (ascorbate, GSSG), and 798

increased apoptotic cells in the cerebral cortex [30]. 799

The APP/PSEN1 transgenic model of amyloid over- 800

expression showed a ceiling effect of females on O3 801

antioxidant responses. The mechanisms of sex dif- 802

ferences in air pollution response is still unclear, 803

particularly in relation to age, and APOE alleles. 804

Sex differences on air pollution responses might 805

differ in human post-menopause, which involves a 806

decline in sex hormones [20]. For humans, little is 807

known of how biological sex and gender differences 808

in lifestyle may alter exposure and responses to air 809

pollution. 810

EMERGING CHALLENGES IN 811

EXPERIMENTAL MODELING OF AIR 812

POLLUTION NEUROTOXICITY 813

Air pollution is a heterogenous ephemera of 814

toxicants 815

Inflammatory responses to air pollution are highly 816

dependent on the chemical and physical character- 817
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istics of the components. The current air quality818

guidelines of the World Health Organization and EPA819

are limited to PM2.5, PM10, carbon monoxide, lead,820

nitrogen dioxide, O3, and SO2 [16]. There are major821

gaps: the ultrafine class (PM0.2) is not currently reg-822

ulated, while PM2.5 and PM10 are only regulated823

by mass without regard to their source or chemical824

composition. The great heterogeneity of air pollution825

originates from different sources such as residential826

and commercial energy use, agriculture, power gen-827

eration, industry, biomass burning, land traffic, and828

some natural sources. Moreover, the diurnal cycles829

of temperature and sunlight constantly modify its830

composition. Studies on atmospheric chemistry and831

general circulation evidenced a diverse distribution of832

pollutants from different sources globally. It is also833

shown that emissions from residential energy (e.g.,834

heating and cooking), which are prevalent in India835

and China, have the largest impact on premature death836

globally [78]. Thus, the chemical composition of the837

air pollution and PM can affect the toxicity.838

We recently documented that inflammatory activ-839

ity of different collected samples per unit mass of840

PM0.2 varied widely in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 6)841

[10]. The diverse cytotoxic and inflammatory activ-842

ity of different size fractioned particles also shown843

for PM collected in the vicinity of steel, copper, alu-844

minum, and petrochemical industries [79]. It remains845

unresolved which chemical or physical characteris-846

tics of PM cause the heterogeneous toxicity of air847

pollution. This question was approached by compar-848

ing PM samples collected by two modes of collection:849

the common filter-collection (nPM), or a direct resus-850

pension in water using the VACES system (slurry851

PM, sPM) [15]. The PM0.2 eluted by sonication852

of filters (nPM) were completely lacking in poly-853

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and diminished854

several-fold in transition metals (e.g., Fe, Cu) and855

black carbon, relative to total PM0.2 directly col-856

lected as a slurry (sPM). The direct comparison857

of nPM and sPM findings challenge a common858

assumption in epidemiological toxic studies that PM859

mediated neuroinflammation is derived from PAH,860

alone or together with high levels of transition met-861

als and total black carbon [15]. We proposed the862

importance of other characteristics such as surface863

chemistry, surface reactivity, particle morphology,864

or particle acidity in the bioactivity of air pollution865

particles. Future understanding of Air pollution tox-866

icity requires further analysis of its activities after867

inhalation, including systemic responses and possible868

passage from lung to brain.869

Does air pollution require direct contact with 870

brain cells to cause toxicity? 871

Some particles can reach the brain, regardless of 872

route of entry. Uranium particles [13, 62, 80, 81] and 873

iron soot P0.1 [82] were detected in the olfactory neu- 874

roepithelium, olfactory bulb, and other brain regions 875

after controlled inhalation [62, 81]. IP injection of 876

uranium oxide PM2.5 also caused equal accumula- 877

tion of the particles in the hippocampus, cerebellum, 878

and cortex than inhalation exposure [13]. The pene- 879

trance of the particles in the brain could be through 880

absorption by olfactory neuroepithelium, lung to 881

brain axis, or both. Even after IP injection, TiO2 par- 882

ticles was accumulated in the brain after 14 days [83]. 883

In another study, oropharyngeal instillation of PM2.5 884

(3 mg/kg, every other day, 4 weeks) led to an increase 885

of metal accumulation (e.g., Pb, Cu) in cerebral cortex 886

[57]. 887

Lung to brain penetrance of the particles depends 888

on the surface area surface reactivity and surface 889

chemistry. The surface area increases the adsorb 890

activity of the particles to opsonizing components of 891

bronchoalveolar lining fluid [84]. This reaction is also 892

dependent on surface chemistry. Carbon black parti- 893

cles with the oxidized surfaces have lower adsorption 894

compared to the non-oxidized surface [84]. In another 895

study, iron oxide nanoparticles coated with glucose 896

or poly(ethylene glycol) caused the formation of 897

different compositions of the protein corona, biodis- 898

tribution (e.g., accumulation in liver, lung, kidney) 899

and biodegradation from different organs [85]. The 900

proteins in the corona around these particles were 901

involved in acute phase response, immune response, 902

transport, coagulation, albumin, and apolipoproteins. 903

For roadside PM2.5, the oxygen content of the sur- 904

face could determine the amount of the adsorption of 905

opsonizing proteins such as phospholipids in bron- 906

choalveolar lavage fluids [86]. Thus, lung to brain 907

penetrance of the particles depends on the chemical 908

and physical characteristics of the particles. 909

Another question is what part of the lung sees 910

the greatest concentration of nPM or other air pol- 911

lution components. According to the literature, of 912

inhaled nPM, approximately 30% settles in the alve- 913

oli, approximately 30% settles in the trachea and 914

bronchi, and the rest is either exhaled or swallowed 915

[87]. An important consideration then is the sur- 916

face area. In humans, the upper airway (trachea and 917

bronchi) is 0.25 m2 versus 102 m2 for alveolar (408 918

times the alveolar surface area) [88]. Thus, if the same 919

number of particles are present in both the upper air- 920
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way and alveoli, the concentration per surface area of921

particles is 408 times. The ratio of epithelial cells in922

the alveoli is estimated as only about 18 times as many923

alveolar versus airway epithelium [88]. Because the924

alveolar surface is a monolayer while the epithelium925

is multilayered, the concentration per exposed cell is926

also much greater in the upper airway than alveoli. In927

view of other air pollution components, most particles928

>6 �m will be deposited in the upper airway while929

particles >0.5 �m diameter will not enter the alve-930

olus. For gases, the penetrance is dependent on the931

reactivity. For example, while O3 may reach and dam-932

age the small airways and proximal alveoli, hyperoxia933

damages the distal alveoli [89]. Thus, a challenge for934

experimental biologists is to characterize the air pol-935

lution components based on penetrance in the lungs,936

accumulation in the brain, systemic responses, and937

the degree of toxicity.938

A key unknown is how a direct penetrance of the939

particles into the brain can alter the neurotoxicity.940

The current body of literature suggests that both gas941

phase (e.g., O3) and solid phase (e.g., PM0.2) of the942

air pollution can cause neurotoxic damage. The direct943

comparison of these components in vivo can inform944

us about the role of particle penetrance into the brain.945

Another unresolved issue is how the immune sys-946

tem deals with the accumulated solid particles. How947

fast the body can clear the particles and if the clear-948

ance of the particles can attenuate the damage. If949

air pollution were sharply diminished, would there950

be recovery from prior damage? Accumulated ura-951

nium oxide particles in the brain are cleared after952

3 days [62]. However, it is unknown if the hetero-953

geneous urban PM2.5 will have the same clearance954

rate. Besides, chemical and physical characteristics955

of the PM can potentially affect the biodistribution956

and biodegradation of the particles. Resolving these957

remained questions can alter the perspectives of air958

pollution neurotoxicity and give us new insights to959

design proper mechanistic and intervention experi-960

ments.961

What is known about the toxicology of individual962

components?963

A large body of literature has identified toxic964

contributions of individual air pollution components965

such as metals (lead, iron, manganese) and organic966

components (black carbon, PAHs). As we noted967

above, air pollution has an extreme heterogene-968

ity and undergoes continual change from diurnal969

cycles of ultraviolet, humidity and temperature. This970

constantly changing nature of air pollution limits 971

identification of most individual toxic components. A 972

historically important exception is the airborne lead 973

(Pb) from gasoline additives which increased blood 974

Pb levels for several decades with neurotoxic and ter- 975

atogenic impacts [90, 91]. A major unknown is the 976

extent of synergies, such as shown for interactions of 977

air pollution PM2.5 with cigarette smoke [92]. There 978

are also many specific industrial hazards including 979

welding, refineries, and agricultural products. While 980

a full review of these toxic chemicals is beyond our 981

scope, we summarize some key findings relevant to 982

ambient air pollution neurotoxicity in the adult brain. 983

Studies with adult rodents include iron (e.g., 984

iron oxide, iron sulfate, 59Fe), manganese (MnO2 985

[93–95], 54Mn[93]), chromium (Cr(OH)3 [93]), Pb 986

(PbO, [96–98], Pb acetate [99], Pb sulfate [100]), 987

carbon tetrachloride [101], and some PAHs (e.g., 988

benzo(a)pyrene [102, 103] and 2-aminoanthracene 989

[104]). These studies confirm their accumulation and 990

neurotoxicity. A further finding is that interactions of 991

these toxicants can alter their biodistribution in the 992

body tissues and their toxicity. For example, intra- 993

tracheal instillation of MnO2 (2–4 mg/kg, once/day, 994

5 days/week, 4 weeks) can cause body-weight loss, 995

brain Mn accumulation, and impaired synaptic poten- 996

tiation in the cerebral cortex of adult male rats [94]. 997

However, co-administration of MnO2 with Fe3O4 or 998

Cr(OH)3 will ameliorate the toxicity and weight loss. 999

Similarly, pre-inhalation treatment of the male rats 1000

with iron oxide (100 mg/m3, 4 h/day, 4 day/2 weeks 1001

before intratracheal instillation for labeled elements) 1002

altered biodistribution of instilled 54Mn or 59Fe; the 1003

accumulation was increased in lungs, but decreased 1004

in brain [93]. In general, Mn particles are rapidly dis- 1005

tributed in the brain than Fe particles, particularly 1006

through the olfactory tract [105, 106]. A comparison 1007

of PM samples with different levels of Fe and Mn 1008

can further inform us about the contribution of these 1009

toxicants in air pollution neurotoxicity. 1010

The hippocampus merits particular attention for 1011

associations of toxicants with accelerated brain aging 1012

and AD. For example, systemic benzo(a)pyrene 1013

(BaP) (i.p. 0.02–200 mg/kg) caused increased BaP 1014

and metabolites in brain with wide ranging effects: 1015

anxiety behaviors were decreased together with com- 1016

plex glutamatergic changes in the hippocampus and 1017

cerebellum (increased NR1, but decreased NR2A, 1018

and NR2B) [102]. Inhalation of lead oxide (39 �g/m3, 1019

constant for 11 weeks) causes spongiform degenera- 1020

tion and neuronal vacuolization in hippocampal CA2, 1021

and increased necrotic neurons in hippocampal CA1 1022
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Fig. 7. PM samples are heterogenous in chemical composition, in vitro toxicity, and in vivo neurotoxic responses [10]. A) Heterogenous
chemical composition of nPM batches collected from the same location at different times during 2016-2018. B) Cell-based assessment of
different PM toxicity at the same mass concentration. NF-κB activity was assessed by a reporter assay in THP-1 monocyte cells. Lipid
peroxidation was assessed by the DPPP assay in THP-1 monocyte. C) Responses in cerebral cortex A�42 and hippocampal microgliosis
after inhalation exposure to 300 �g/m3 of two different nPM batches for 8 weeks (5 h/day, 3 day/week). Figures adapted from [10].
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Fig. 8. Proposed standard protocol and common biomarkers to assess air pollution neurotoxicity in adult brain [10, 11, 15, 21, 22, 24–27,
31, 41, 69, 124].

Fig. 9. A summary of complex interface of environmental pollutants, sex, genetic variants, and age in risk of neurodegenerative diseases.

of male adult mice [97]. Other effects of lead include1023

oxidative damage, and increased lipid peroxidation1024

in brain [96, 100], decreased vertical motility in open1025

field test [98], and increased hippocampal L-type cal-1026

cium channels [100]. Despite the exclusion of lead1027

in automotive fuels, piston aircraft still permitted to1028

use leaded gas in the U.S., with no safe lower level1029

of blood lead [90]. Besides the toxicity of lead and1030

BaP on the developing brain, we know little of their1031

potential impact on brain aging and AD.1032

Air pollution neurotoxicity from the less studied1033

sources1034

Much less is known about indoor air pollution,1035

to which is attributed almost as much morbidity1036

and mortality as outdoor air pollution and cigarettes1037

(Table 1). The myriad indoor air pollutants include1038

burning of charcoal wood and cow dung for cook- 1039

ing and heating. Biomass smokes from dung induced 1040

strong cell inflammatory responses in vitro [107]. 1041

Wildfire smoke is another less studied quandary 1042

with obscure neurotoxic effects. Simulation studies 1043

from the 2017 data suggested that wildfire contributed 1044

to 85% PM2.5 concentration across the Pacific 1045

Northwest during August to September [108]. The 1046

mortality estimates of the wildfire in this region indi- 1047

cated nearly 200 excess deaths during this period. The 1048

recently increasing frequency of wildland fires and 1049

expansion of wildland-urban interfaces also increases 1050

exposure to air pollution surges from the wildfire 1051

globally [109]. 1052

We need comprehensive comparisons by the same 1053

assays of airborne particles from coal, charcoal, 1054

cigarette, dung, and various woods. The pioneer- 1055

ing study of Jin et al. indicated important variation 1056
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in oxidative activity between the domestic fuels1057

and ambient air pollution in Chinese cities [110].1058

Thus, similar to ambient air pollution, the toxicity1059

of biomass PM is dependent on the chemical com-1060

position of the pollutants. It is urgent that biologists1061

design new experiments to resolve the toxic effects1062

of these natural pollutants.1063

Developing a standardized exposure paradigm1064

and experimental design1065

As described above, the diversity in the experi-1066

mental designs confounded the direct comparability1067

of the findings. For the first step, the field needs to1068

have a better characterization of the air pollution sam-1069

ples. It is essential to develop a shared protocol to1070

assess the bioactivity of air pollution samples prior1071

to animal exposures. Our laboratory has added an1072

additional screening step for NF-κB activity [10].1073

We compared the inflammatory activity of the col-1074

lected PM samples with 10 ng/ml LPS treatment in1075

THP-1 monocyte cells. Our result showed that the1076

nPM batches with high in vitro NF-κB activity can1077

cause greater microglial activation in the brain of1078

the exposed animals (Fig. 7B, C). Thus, PM mass1079

alone cannot adequately assess air pollution toxicity.1080

Adapting this approach may increase the compara-1081

bility of the findings by different research groups.1082

The field should also unify the experimental1083

designs as we discussed in earlier sections. Exposure1084

dosage, duration, delivery route, animal species, age,1085

sex, and genotype are among the main factors that1086

require further attention. Moreover, a selected dam-1087

age marker, cognitive or behavioral tests are needed1088

as a standard for air pollution studies. Figure 8 pro-1089

poses an experimental paradigm that was piloted in1090

our laboratory.1091

CONCLUSIONS1092

Our understanding of air pollution neurotoxicity is1093

still immature and requires extensive research effort1094

to resolve the complex facing questions. Air pollu-1095

tion neurotoxicity is shaped by a complex interface1096

of environmental characteristics and the biological1097

features of the affected individual (Fig. 9). We hope1098

that summarizing the current experimental knowl-1099

edge and facing gaps can help the field as a network1100

to systematically approach the air pollution dilemma.1101

Experimental biologists should also work closely1102

with epidemiologists for validating the findings and1103

accelerate the translation of our knowledge into the1104

regulation. Moreover, understanding air pollution 1105

neurotoxicity can inform us about the underlying 1106

biological processing of aging, AD, and other neu- 1107

rodegenerative disorders. 1108
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